Your wish has come true!
It’s time to take courage, brandish your rapier, and follow the White Stag to the...

N A RNI A C
F I N AL E X AM
Th e Na r n i a c F i n a l E x a m is intended for the passionate and careful
reader, whether child or adult. Younger readers may prefer the Narniac Final
Exam for Little Ones, page 317. Both tests cover all seven Chronicles.
Here are your instructions:
1. Please, no blubbing.
2. Do not write in your copy of Roar!—you or someone else may want to
take the same test later. Instead, download a copy of the Exam from
RoarofNarnia.com. You could also make a photocopy of these pages, or
simply write your answers on a separate sheet.
3. Open book, or closed—your choice.
4. For extra help without opening a Chronicle, you may “Blow the Horn”
by turning to the end of the test for hints. (Parts 1, 4, 6, and 8 come
with hints.)
5. When you’re finished, see p. 436 for the answers. Then add up your
score to discover which level of Narnian honors you have won (see p. 315).
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Pa rt 1 . Wh o Sa i d Th at ?

Pa rt 2 . Ca n Yo u Rum i nat e i n Ri d d l e s ?

Read the quotation and write down who spoke these words. (Blow the Horn for help—see page 322.)

Read all the clues, then guess which character they describe.

1. “Aslan’s instructions always work: there are no
exceptions.”
2. “Where I come from, they don’t think much of
men who are bossed about by their wives.”
3. “Who said anything about safe? ’Course he
isn’t safe. But he’s good.”
4. “The help will come. It may be even now at the
door.”
5. “If you had felt yourself sufficient, it would have
been a proof that you were not.”
6. “You’ve no idea what an appetite it gives one,
being executed.”

meet you there. And how can we live, never
meeting you?”
14. “We don’t know when he will act. In his time,
no doubt, not ours. In the meantime he would
like us to do what we can on our own.”
15. “I’d rather be killed fighting for Narnia than
grow old and stupid at home and perhaps go
about in a bath-chair and then die in the end
just the same.”

and we shall sup at his table tonight.”
17. “Pooh! Who’s afraid of Aslan?”
18. “Are you going to tolerate this mutiny, this

ball. Have you ever been to the parts where

poltroonery? This is a panic, this is a rout.”

8. “Minions!”
9. “In a civilized country like where I come from,
the ships are so big that when you’re inside
you wouldn’t know you were at sea at all.”
10. “If she was a boy, she’d be whipped for disobeying orders.”
11. “There’s no point in having a new dress on if
one’s to go about shut up like this.”
12. “I’ve brought you the apple you wanted, sir.”
13. “It isn’t Narnia, you know. It’s you. We shan’t
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19. “I’d sooner be eaten by you than fed by anyone
else.”
20. “Doubtless this signifies that Aslan will be our
good lord, whether he means us to live or die.”

6. Who...

_ is likely to give you jewelry?

_ could be a good friend to Winnie-the-Pooh?

_ looks a little like a tree?

_ would make a terrible weather man (Rainy

_ should wear a smaller hat?
_ is the enemy of rodents everywhere?
2. Who...
_ could use some sun?

and cloudy again?!)?
_ could help you see the worst in a bad situation?
_ might turn into a prince if you kissed him?
7. Who...

_ would be great at a Halloween party?

_ can be dangerous when he uses his head?

_ could satisfy your sweet tooth?

_ won’t take you for a ride?

_ decorates her home with statues?

_ is a king’s best friend?

16. “It may be for us the door to Aslan’s country

7. “It must be exciting to live on a thing like a
people walk about upside-down?”

1. Who...

3. Who...
_ likes attention but hates to pay attention?

_ is blue and white?
8. Who...

_ would be first in line at a fashion show?

_ walks into the dark with “Frog-face”?

_ doesn’t carry her own weight

_ gets spanked by Reepicheep?

when traveling?
_ loves a secret but can barely keep one?
4. Who...

_ should have read different books in school?
_ has strong opinions about civilization?
9. Who...

_ is scary in battle but hard to see?

_ wants to be a man but he’s not?

_ should probably keep a spare tail?

_ likes to play dress up?

_ is a much-beloved chief?

_ should give up politics?

_ never died but went to heaven?

_ must have slipped on one too many

5. Who...
_ would make great bath toys?

banana peels?
10. Who...

_ are difficult to argue with?

_ has a problem with shoplifting?

_ might point out that lunchtime is a good

_ needs an anger management class?

time to have lunch?
_ could have a hard time riding a bike?

_ knows the power of a word?
_ has been called a “dem fine woman”?
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Pa rt 3 . Th e Ho n e s t Trut h A b o ut G i r l s a n d B oys

9. Who wanted to dissolve an enchantment

10. Who said, “My sister is no longer a friend

so he could “kiss the Princess”?

of Narnia,” and what was the sister’s name?

a. Caspian

a. King Miraz said it about Queen Punaprismia.

Which of these couples was a friend to children?

b. Nikabrik

b. Peter said it about Susan.

girls is that they:

a. Aravis and Cor

c. Prince Rilian

c. Reepicheep said it about Peepiceek.

a. never want to eat Turkish Delight.

b. Mr. and Mrs. Beaver

d. Rabadash

d. Rumblebuffin said it about Rinelda.

b. never have a thought in their heads.

c. The King and Queen of Harfang

c. never carry a map in their heads.

d. Mr. and Mrs. Hermit of the Southern March

To defend your honor and your gender, you must choose the correct answer.
1. According to Edmund, the worst thing about

d. never think boys are smart and brave.
2. In the chronology of Narnia, the correct

5.

6. Aravis and Cor, when they were King

Pa rt 4 . D eta i l s , D eta i l s

and Queen of Archenland, had a child

Were you listening carefully or nodding off? These questions test your knowledge

order of character’s appearance and events is

who grew up to become:

of fun facts you might have missed. (Blow the Horn for help—see page 323.)

as follows (pick one):

a. Ramses the Great

a. First Cor and Corin, then Erlian and Tirian

b. Rumi the Poet

b. First Eustace, then Edmund

c. Roonwit the Centaur

c. First Polly gets blown off the cliff, then she

d. Ram the Great

starts to blub behind the gymnasium
d. First Jill is brave in the dark (Underworld),
then Lucy (Dark Island)
3. Aravis was about to be unhappily married off to:
a. King Miraz
b. Prince Rabadash
c. Rishda Tarkaan
d. Ahoshta Tarkaan
4. In The Last Battle, these two English
children are sent to the aid of Tirian:
a. Eustace and Jill
b. Polly and Digory

7. In Prince Caspian, Aslan set students free in
two different classrooms where:
a. The girls were looking at the boys and the
boys were fast asleep.
b. The girls were tickling pigs and the boys
looked very much like sausages.
c. The girls wore tickly stockings and the boys

1. Who was the lone sailor who stayed behind on
the island of Ramandu?
2. What famous boxer went thirty-three rounds
with the Lapsed Bear of Stormness?
3. What was Digory’s mother’s name?
4. How many sons did the Centaur Glenstorm
have?

6. When the kids found Tumnus’s house in ruins,
whose picture was slashed into shreds?
7. Trumpkin’s pipe was as long as his ________.
8. How many steps were there on the staircase to
the treasure chamber at Cair Paravel?
9. What color was the sail on the Dawn Treader?
10. What shape was the sail on the Dawn Treader?

5. What was the chessman Susan found in the
ancient courtyard made of?

looked very much like pigs.
d. All the boys and the girls were too interested
in their history lesson to notice that there was
a lion outside the window.
8. Digory told Polly that girls never want to

c. Lucy and Edmund

know anything but:

d. Peter and Polly

a. “silly rumors about boys and kissing.”
b. “cooking and sewing and entertaining.”
c. “gossip and rot about people getting engaged.”
d. “how to brush their hair and put on makeup.”
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Pa rt 5 . A n i m a l s , C r e at ur e s , & Ve g eta b l e s
Narnia is full of unusual living things. Do you remember the answer to these questions?

9. All Dwarfs:

10. Digory said afterward, “It just shows that you

a. swear.

can’t be too careful in these magical places.”

b. snore.

He was referring to being watched by:

5. Caspian’s horse bolts during a thunderstorm

c. snivel.

a. a beaver in a house by a pond.

a. Dear Little Friend.

and returns to the castle from which the

d. snoop.

b. a serpent on a chair in a castle.

b. Dear Little Faun.

Prince is fleeing. The horse’s name is:

c. a bird in a tree in a garden.

c. Do Let’s be Friends!

a. Bree.

d. a dragon in a cave on an island.

d. Don’t Look, Fledge!

b. Coalblack.

1. When the children say “D.L.F.,” they mean...

2. When beings like Bacchus, Selenus,
and other strange creatures in Narnia have
a romp, they’re likely to start yodeling

c. Destrier.
d. Snowflake.
6. In Underland, the gnomes (also called

Pa rt 6 . S t ump e rs f o r S m a rt y - Pa n t s
Few mice and fewer men have finished this section with nerves unrattled.
But, please, do press on! (Blow the Horn for help—see page 323.)

with cries of:

Earthmen) all carry:

a. Yodel-ee, Yodel-oh, Yodel-ooo!

a. one-edged swords.

b. Euan, Euan, eu-oi-oi-oi!

b. two-bulbed lamps.

c. Tweedle-dee, Tweedle-dum, Tweedle-dooo!

c. three-pronged spears.

2. Who received the first “Lion’s kiss” from Aslan?

d. For he’s a jolly good fellow!

d. four-sided lunch boxes.

3. Who is the only person Aslan pronounced a lioness?

3. The Bulgy Bear can be marshal of the lists,

7. In Narnia, the trees aren’t just trees:

says Peter, but he must remember to not:

a. The beeches are boys, and the birches are girls.

a. step on the mice.

b. The oaks are blokes, and the beeches

b. scare the bunnies.
c. ask for honey.
d. suck his paws.
4. At the creation of Narnia, the iron bar that
Jadis threw hit Aslan on the head, then:
a. fell into the grass and grew into a lamp-post.
b. stuck in the mud and grew into the Tree
of protection.

are leeches.
c. The willows are witches, and the pines
are Poggins.
d. The birches and beeches are girls,
and the oaks are men.

1. Which animal in Narnia was apparently capable of writing a letter?

4. Who is the only person Aslan referred to as a sinner?
5. What two characters were directly healed by Aslan?
6. What gifts, if any, did Father Christmas give to Mr. and Mrs. Beaver?
7. Who grew into a tall woman with black hair that fell almost to her feet?
8. Whose absence in Narnia prompted search parties and the posting of a reward?
9. What two characters (besides Dwarfs) knew how to sew?
10. Besides Mr. and Mrs. Beaver, what other two talking animals are mentioned as having

8. Inside Aslan’s How you’ll find:
a. gnomes digging upwards toward Narnia.
b. gnomes digging downward toward Bism.

gotten married (but not to each other)?
11. Who was most frequently scolded by Aslan?

c. splashed into the river and turned into a rock.

c. Clodsley Shovel the Mole digging just for fun.

12. On what two occasions did Aslan cry?

d. struck a rock and turned into a sword

d. tunnels and strange writing.

13. When did Lucy use the dagger that Father Christmas gave her?

named Rhindon.

14. Besides Susan and Lucy, who else rode on Aslan’s back?
15. What two animals were knighted?
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Pa rt 7 . Th e Pro f i l e o f Ev i l

Pa rt 8 . Wh at A s l a n Sa i d

Ahh! Finally some relief! Only two choices are possible here—true or false.

One voice in Narnia matters more than all the others.

1. The evil Queen in The Magician’s Nephew is also known as Your Deplorable Highness.
2. Turkish Delight, as we all know, grows on the Toffee Tree.
3. Uncle Andrew, as we all know, gets quite a bang out of his guinea pigs.
4. When the Black Knight (later revealed to be Prince Rilian) suffered from attacks of a “strange
affliction,” he was tied to a silver chair. Good thing, because during the attacks he did not understand
the truth about his circumstances!

Did you listen carefully to him? (Blow the Horn for help—see page 324.)
1. “Evil will come of that _____, but it is still a
long way off, and I will see to it that the

_____ so that I can feel you are there and

worst falls upon _____.”

let us _____ like that.”

2. “I call all times _____.”

11. “There will always be a _____ through.”

3. “Things never happen the _____ way _____.”

12. “All get what they want; they do not always

5. In the garden, the Witch accused Digory of only pretending to love his father.

4. “I will not always be _____.”

6. It was so-o-o nice of the Ape to make a lion suit for Puzzle.

5. “Come further _____! Come further _____!”

7. During the battle at Anvard, Prince Rabadash shouted, “The bolt of Tash falls from above!”

6. “There is no other _____.”

right before he got his hauberk hung up on a hook.

10. “I am sad and _____. Lay your hands on my

7. “They have chosen cunning instead of _____.”

8. The god Tash smelled like petunias.

8. “_____, dear heart.”

9. The White Witch was right: Because of Edmund’s betrayal, his blood was her property.

9. “Let us be _____ to one another.”

_____ it.”
13. “You would not have _____ to me unless I had
been calling to you.”
14. “If you had felt yourself sufficient, it would have
been a _____ that you were not.”
15. “The term is over: the _____ have begun. The
dream is ended: this is the morning.”

10. The White Witch was wrong: There is a deeper magic from before the dawn of time
that she didn’t know about.

Pa rt 9 . Wh at t h e S t o ry t e l l e r Sa i d
The voice of author C. S. Lewis offers strong opinions, wise explanations, and—when things get too scary—
words of comfort. Do you remember what he said? Pick the ending that correctly completes the storyteller’s words.
1. What you see and hear depends a good deal

2. The trouble about trying to make

on where you are standing: it also depends on

yourself stupider than you really are is

a. what you ate for breakfast.

that you very often

b. what sort of person you are.

a. just make more trouble.

c. what sort of hat you’re wearing.

b. fail.
c. succeed.
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Pa rt 7 . Th e Pro f i l e o f Ev i l

Pa rt 8 . Wh at A s l a n Sa i d

Ahh! Finally some relief! Only two choices are possible here—true or false.

One voice in Narnia matters more than all the others.

1. The evil Queen in The Magician’s Nephew is also known as Your Deplorable Highness.
2. Turkish Delight, as we all know, grows on the Toffee Tree.
3. Uncle Andrew, as we all know, gets quite a bang out of his guinea pigs.
4. When the Black Knight (later revealed to be Prince Rilian) suffered from attacks of a “strange
affliction,” he was tied to a silver chair. Good thing, because during the attacks he did not understand
the truth about his circumstances!

Did you listen carefully to him? (Blow the Horn for help—see page 324.)
1. “Evil will come of that _____, but it is still a
long way off, and I will see to it that the

_____ so that I can feel you are there and

worst falls upon _____.”

let us _____ like that.”

2. “I call all times _____.”

11. “There will always be a _____ through.”

3. “Things never happen the _____ way _____.”

12. “All get what they want; they do not always

5. In the garden, the Witch accused Digory of only pretending to love his father.

4. “I will not always be _____.”

6. It was so-o-o nice of the Ape to make a lion suit for Puzzle.

5. “Come further _____! Come further _____!”

7. During the battle at Anvard, Prince Rabadash shouted, “The bolt of Tash falls from above!”

6. “There is no other _____.”

right before he got his hauberk hung up on a hook.

10. “I am sad and _____. Lay your hands on my

7. “They have chosen cunning instead of _____.”

8. The god Tash smelled like petunias.

8. “_____, dear heart.”

9. The White Witch was right: Because of Edmund’s betrayal, his blood was her property.

9. “Let us be _____ to one another.”

_____ it.”
13. “You would not have _____ to me unless I had
been calling to you.”
14. “If you had felt yourself sufficient, it would have
been a _____ that you were not.”
15. “The term is over: the _____ have begun. The
dream is ended: this is the morning.”

10. The White Witch was wrong: There is a deeper magic from before the dawn of time
that she didn’t know about.
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3. There’s nothing that spoils the taste of good

7. There are dozens of ways to give people a bad

Pa rt 1 0 . B i g Id e a s f o r Na r n i a c s

ordinary food half so much as the memory of

time if you are in your own home and they

The Chronicles of Narnia are full of important truths for everyday life.

a. bad magic food.

a. don’t know all your tricks.

Pick the answer that is most correct in the following questions:

b. good fairy food.

b. don’t like your mother’s food.

c. wretched school food.

c. are only visitors.

1. The older you get
a. the easier it is to get into Narnia.

make you realize that:

b. the bigger Aslan becomes.

a. If you’re smart enough, you can play safely

4. If one is nervous there’s nothing like having

8. Crying is all right in its way while it lasts.

your face toward the danger and having

But you have to stop sooner or later,

something warm and solid

and then

a. in your pocket.

a. you still have to decide what to do.

b. under your feet.

b. you still feel bad.

a. the more likely you are to go to church at a zoo.

c. at your back.

c. you still have to blow your nose.

b. the better you know Jesus on earth.

5. One of the worst results of being a slave

9. The more enchanted you get, the more you feel

c. the more you like boring history lessons.
2. The more you know Aslan in Narnia

c. the more you want to eat Turkish Delight.
3. The gifts that the children found in the

and being forced to do things is that when

a. that you might be a magician.

there is no one to force you any more you

b. that you’ll never find your way home.

ruins of Cair Paravel could teach us a lot

find you have almost

c. that you are not enchanted at all.

about our God-given interests and abilities.
For example that:

a. forgotten how to call home.
b. lost the power of forcing yourself.
c. no brains left to figure things out.
6. Giants of any sort are now so rare in
England and so few giants are goodtempered that
a. ten to one you have never seen a giant when
his face is beaming.
b. five to one you’ll never see a giant playing
in Piccadilly.
c. you should think twice before you ask one
for a bite of his fish and chips.

10. One always feels better when one has
a. scolded a cat.
b. made up one’s mind.
c. made one’s bed.

a. God blesses us with special abilities to help us
succeed at what He wants us to do for Him.
b. The interests and abilities we get from God
are like toys—they can keep us from getting
bored when we have nothing else to do.
c. Obviously the other kids should have been

b. Pride can get you in a lot of trouble.
c. Brandy is a good solution for the trouble
your pride can get you into.
6. Remember the Dawn Treader’s adventure in
the Dark Island? Think about that a little
and you’ll see that:
a. Only wimps are afraid of the dark.
b. When it doesn’t look like God is near,
He probably isn’t.
c. Most of us experience times when God
seems far away, but He’s always as close as
a prayer.
7. No one is ever told
a. how to get to the Sunless Sea.
b. what’s inside the Stable.

of cordial.

c. what would have happened.

4. The most important lesson from Alsan’s

8. If you do one good deed because you love

death on the Stone Table is:

Jesus, don’t be surprised if your reward is:

a. Never let a witch’s friends get near your hair.

a. to do another, harder, even more important

lying boys and girls.
c. Like Aslan, Jesus paid the price for our
sins by dying in our place.
Roar!

with evil powers.

upset because they all didn’t get Lucy’s bottle

b. As you’d expect, God does not love greedy,
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9. The long journey of Shasta and Aravis

10. Like the Narnians who followed Aslan, we

illustrates that all through the journey

don’t have to be afraid to die because:

of our lives:

a. Death is real, but for everyone who

a. God will take care of us if we’re rich
and important.
b. God will want us to follow Him if our
parents did.
c. God will always take care of us, even when
we’re not thinking about Him.

5)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))%
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puts their trust in Jesus, death is just
the beginning of a wonderful life with
Him in heaven.
b. Death is real, but after we die, we won’t
feel anything.
c. Death isn’t real.

Using the answer table starting on page 436, mark your answers. Then carefully add up your total points, scoring one
point for each correct answer. Total points possible = 120. When you are finished, please approach the throne at Cair
Paravel to claim your honors.

The Jewel Medallion, 97-120 points

You are pure brilliance, a myth in your own time, and a champion in battle.
The Reepicheep Reward, 73-96 points

You are courageous, honorable, large for a rodent, and annoyingly smart.
The Puddleglum Prize, 49-72 points

You are certainly smarter than you look and fearless in the heat of battle (is that your foot burning?).
The Bulgy Bear Badge, 25-48 points

Of course you had every right to take this test. Of course you’ll do better next time. Of course you deserve some honey.
The Wimbleweather Consolation, 1-24 points

So you’re not too clever, at least not yet. But you’re likable, and for a small-ish giant, you have potential.
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You’ve got options:

Purchase a copy direct from the publisher or from your favorite retailer:

BUY NOW
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